Meetings will be held on Zoom from **3:30-4:45 PM PST on Thursdays unless indicated otherwise**. The workshop is open to all faculty and graduate students. Attendees are expected to read the paper in advance of the workshop. The Zoom link will be circulated to the listserv before each meeting and available on the department calendar. To be added to the listserv, please email hwohl@ucsb.edu or join culture@soc.ucsb.edu on Google Groups.

**April 20th**
**Waverly Duck (UCSB) and Doug Maynard (Wisconsin)**

“The ‘Trouble’ with Emotions, Trust Conditions, Expectations and a Theory of Autistic Consciousness in Children Being Tested for Autism”

**April 27th**
**Taylor Price (Toronto)**

“Group Imagination and Future Coordination: How Songwriters Link their Creative Process to Cultural Production”

**May 18th**
**Ian Waller (UCSB)**

“I Transcend All That Shit’: Using Spiritual Identities to Avoid Social Problems”

**May 25th 1:30-3:30 PST**
**Northwestern x UCSB Meetup**

This event is open to Northwestern and UCSB sociology graduate students only (Co-organized by Claudio Benzecry, Yu-Cheng Liu, Xi Wang, and Hannah Wohl).

The Culture Workshop is organized by Hannah Wohl.